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1.

Introduction and Background

The project aims to offer an end to end parking solution that helps drivers find, compare, pay
and navigate to an available parking space and navigate back to the car using the “find my car”
feature, saving their time, stress and money. The parking spaces could be either on-street or
off-street.
This report investigates and outlines all the parking-related issues faced by the drivers living in
London and provides coherent solutions using a Dynamic Information-Based Parking Application
named “Halt”. It focuses on finding the needs and wants of the people when it comes to parking
their vehicle in the city through applied research.
It sounds a bit obsolete that conventionally the parking systems were built on proprietary
software platforms that could not connect to other systems and exchange or share data in
real-time. However, in today’s contemporary society, sharing or exchanging of data and retrieving
data holds an essential place in the technology sector. People nowadays are aware of some of
the web mapping service providers such as Google Maps, City Mapper, etc. which provide them
routes including the information about road surface and traffic jams to get their vehicle to the
point of destination. However, the big question that still comes to light in people’s mind is, “Will
there be a place to park once I get there?”. One has to know there is a vacant parking spot
before making a dive into a parking structure.
Therefore, this question grounds the motivation for the author to work on this project.
The report is produced in response to the research done by the author on the parking headache
in London.
●

In an article on Britain’s Parking Problems, written by “The Telegraph”(Sunday, 5 April
2020) states that “there are now more than 28 million cars in Britain, but most spend the
majority of their lives stationary. It also mentions that an average car is parked at home for
80% of its life, parked elsewhere for 16% and moves only 4% of the time (Baker, 2020).
The reason being the lack of awareness of the parking spots that are cheapest and
nearest to their current location. Furthermore, the 4% that moves out create more traffic,
pollution and harm cities when they search for parking due to unawareness.

●

According to INRIX’s recent press release, UK drivers spend an average of :

●

According to INRIX’s report, the drivers in London unknowingly overpay for the parking
which estimates to

●

40% of motorists avoid commuting via private vehicles to shops due to problems finding
parking (Searching for Parking Costs the UK £23.3 Billion a Year, 2020).
“30% of traffic in a city is caused by drivers searching for a spot” states IBM's global
parking survey. (IBM Global Parking Survey: Drivers Share Worldwide Parking Woes, 2020).
The table below depicts the data of 10 UK’s largest cities, analysed by the INRIX, showing
London being the worst city to find parking.

●
●

Table 1.1: Time and Money Investment Data of 10 UK Cities (Searching for Parking Costs the UK £23.3 Billion a Year, 2020).

Rank

UK City

Avg. 2hr
parking cost

On-street
Search
time

Off-street
Search
time

Annual Search
time

Annual Search Cost
Per Driver

Annual Search Cost
Per City

1

London

13 pounds

12

10

67

1104 pounds

4.3bn pounds

2

Belfast

3 pounds

10

8

56

928 pounds

134m pounds

3

Leeds

5 pounds

8

7

47

772 pounds

297m pounds

4

Bristol

4 pounds

9

8

46

768 pounds

169m pounds

5

Birmingham

3 pounds

8

7

46

757 pounds

373m pounds

6

Cardiff

6 pounds

9

7

44

737 pounds

126m pounds

7

Manchester

4 pounds

8

7

41

688 pounds

169m pounds

8

Glasgow

4 pounds

9

7

40

660 pounds

226m pounds

9

Edinburgh

5 pounds

8

7

38

625 pounds

167m pounds

10

Southampton

2 pounds

8

7

35

588 pounds

98m pounds

UK

3

8

7

44

733

23.3bn pounds

The obvious conclusion to be drawn from these facts is that these issues aren’t caused by the
lack of parking, but rather a lack of information. Therefore, the key to these problems could be a
Dynamic Information-Based Parking system that shows the real-time availability data and directly
directs the drivers to the parking space. This system could be beneficial for both the car drivers
and the parking operators.
The real-time parking availability system comprises several essential components, such as:
●

●

●

PARKING MANAGEMENT SERVER:
○ tracks the parking spot availability,
○ predicts the availability in real-time using AI technology or crowdsourcing
○ manages metering and billing for parking users.
IoT HARDWARE PLATFORMS: The two main hardware components of a real-time
parking availability system that are capable of compiling parking inventory data, detecting
vehicle movement and tracking vehicles through video are sensors and cameras.
○ Sensors: They come in a range of in-ground, surface mount and overhead
indicator sensors and could be installed to any sort of parking space, from
on-street parking to off-street parking (public and private both). These sensors
accurately capture a vehicle’s arrival and departure times and further pass on this
information to the Cloud.
○ Cameras: These could be installed on every level of a parking structure to track
where vehicles are located. In the case of on-street parking, they could be
mounted on light poles or buildings. The cameras acquire the images and
immediately convert them into data using algorithms.
MOBILE APPLICATION: The real-time parking inventory data from the back-end can be
passed on to the drivers via an integrated app. The application equips the drivers to find
the nearest and the cheapest spaces, compare, pay, and navigate to them. (How to build a
real-time parking availability system?, 2020)

The purpose of this report is to demonstrate the project process and the design rationale.

2.

Project Process

The project process reports how the author conducted the entire project in terms of several
phases. Each phase describes the activities that were conducted, the product of those activities,
and significant decisions that were taken as a result of those.

2.1

Empathize

2.1.1

User interviews

a) Table of Research Questions
The aim of the project would be covered by addressing the following Research Questions:
Table 2.1. : Table of Research Questions

1

How often do they take out their cars for a drive?

2

How do users usually find parking?

3

What are the pain points of the users when it comes to searching for a parking space in
the city?

4

Are the users well aware of the city’s parking rules?

5

Do they think the problems could be solved using technology?

6

How exactly would the users like the solution to be?

7

Do they use any digital product(mobile app, website, etc.) that helps them find the
cheapest and the nearest parking space? What did they like/dislike about that product?

b) Target Users
The process of recruiting the participants is one of the most vital steps if your user research is to
get your design anywhere. It is crucial to find the users who represent your target group or are
similar to your site users to ensure that the results translate into something that gives useful
insights for your study. (Affairs, 2019)(The Interaction Design Foundation, 2019).
The most relevant target group for the research included people who are drivers. They could be
college students, young adults, working professionals and cab drivers. They were the best
people to approach to get insights on how they feel and think about the ongoing parking system
in London, and what they do for searching a parking space for their vehicle. The main focus of
the interview was to gather the issues they face with parking
Participants Recruited: 5

Males: 3

Females: 2

Age Range: 20-35

Table 2.1.1(b) : Participant’s Demographics

User

Age Group

Gender

Driving
Experience

Profession

Participated in user
research before?

1

20-25

Male

Yes

Student

No

2

25-30

Male

Yes

Sales
Executive

No

3

25-30

Female

Yes

Student

Yes

4

30-35

Female

Yes

Sales Manager

No

5

30-35

Male

Yes

Cab Driver

No

c) Mode: Contextual Inquiry
The author performed face to face contextual inquiry mode of interview, moderated in-person.
The aim of using this method was to get in-depth insights and investigate the reasoning behind
user pain points by directly interacting with the participants.
It was much of an explorative and open-ended interview as the participants were asked to give
opinions, suggest solutions, and express emotional impressions about ideas and concepts.
Keeping it open-ended helped the author to learn from the users as he is a novice to London and
was eager to learn about the parking system in the city.
d) Some Key Findings from the Users
User1: Sidhartha Dharmendragiri

-“Parking? You usually don’t find parking in London.”
-“I have to park my car far away from my friend’s house whenever I visit him. I
Rarely find a space in front of his house.”
-“Waze Mobile App is more popular amongst Londoners to drive around and find the nearest
parking space, but it does not show real-time availability, and you cannot pre-book.”
-“Parking is way too expensive in London, and I have even overpaid for it.”
-“This could lead to wastage of time, money and fuel. Also, it causes traffic jams when searching
in a busy area.
User2: Jayani Perera

- “Parking in London is Outrageous. There’s hardly any parking!.”

- “Some areas are a headache because of the Parking Permit Holders only restriction.”
-“If I am travelling in London especially, I would just go around for about 2-3 times to find
parking, especially in peak hours.”
- “ There have been times when I gave up searching and went back home.”
- “Some of this private parking would say that they have spaces available, You would go inside,
and there would be no spaces available. And you still get charged for entering and coming out.”
- “ Some spaces are not big enough for certain cars, let’s say BMW 5 Series.
- “ I use the NCP website for finding and booking car parks, but even then it does not show you
the real-time availability
- “The pay is too much.”

2.1.2 Affinity Mapping:
The following project activity was performed to cluster and bundle all the key findings from the
user interviews at one place.

2.1.3 Competitive Analysis
a) Competitors
According to the research Halt has four competitors, i.e. Google Maps, Waze, Parkopedia and
AppyParking.

b) Analysis Table
The table below shows the comparison of the competitors with Halt on the basis of some key
features of the product.
Table 2.1.3(b) : Competitive Analysis Table

Google Maps

Waze

Parkopedia

AppyParking

Halt

Login using
Vehicle Type
& Details

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Add multiple
Vehicles

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Enable device
location

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

Search
Destination

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Enter Date
& Time

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

Price

NO

NO

YES

NO

YES

Rich Information
(Photos, Headroom,
Contacts, working
hours, Amenities)

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

Book / Reserve
Spot

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Receipt

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Accurate Navigation
to the spot

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Filter for Car
Headroom

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Sort by Distance

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Sort by Price

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Parking results

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

Real-time availability
data

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

2.2 Define
2.2.1 Empathy Map
Takeaway
Empathy map was created to visualize user attitudes and behaviours in order to align on a deep
understanding of the end-users or stand-in their shoes. The map had four quadrants: says, thinks,
does and feels. The aim of the exercise was to stand-in the users’ shoes and align on what they
say, think, do and feel while they are stuck in the problem.

2.2.2 Personas
Using the qualitative data gathered from the users, the author created two personas to represent
them and make them memorable.
Takeaway
This exercise led to an understanding of users’ frustrations, needs, goals, personality, values,
opinions, attitudes, and lifestyles. The pain points gathered from each of the users were almost
the same, which shows all of them have been experiencing the same issues.

2.2.3 User Journey Maps
a) Journey Map 1 - Current Experience
The journey map below describes the current experience of a user searching for the cheapest
and the nearest parking space for their car, starting from researching for it while sitting at home
until finding and parking the car.

b) Journey Map 2 - New Experience
The journey map below describes the new experience of a user for searching the cheapest and
the nearest parking space for their car using the Halt app.

2.3 Ideate
Problem Statement: To find, compare, pay and navigate to an available parking space
(on-street or off-street) and navigate back to the car using the “find my car” feature.

The Solution
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

Find available on-street and off-street parking options near their current location or final
destination in real-time.
Accurate navigation to the chosen parking space, ensured by instructions provided at
each turn, including specific geo-referenced locations.
Provides a feature for the users to book more than one parking spot by adding the details
of the additional vehicles (could be for their family or friends).
Provides results after prioritizing and comparing on-street and off-street parking options
by price, distance and availability.
Vehicle Registration at the time of onboarding based on vehicle height, ensuring that they
see parking results based on that.
Can pre-book the spot for a specific date and time with all the specific requirements
chosen from the filters.
Provides rich information about the parking space such as car park name, address,
distance, controlled hours, ratings, map location, price, headroom, booking date and
time, amenities and contact information.
Provides a “Find My Car” feature for the users to ensure that they do not forget the
location of the parked vehicle. This feature could help the users to navigate back to their
car reading the instructions, from anywhere without stressing and wasting time.
Provides a running time clock which shows the time left for the parking to end to ensure
that users keep a track on time and avoid getting fined.

2.3.1 Card Sorting
Card Sorting activity was organised with the peers to decide on the features for the application
and the order in which they should be arranged. The activity resulted in an Information
Architecture.
Takeaway
The features that came out as a result of the activity are:
-

Login/Register
Enter Vehicle Type
Enter Vehicle Details
GIve Location Access
Set Destination
Set Date and Time
Add Additional Vehicle and its Details
Hot Categories
Book Spot
Real-time Availability Data
Filers for Sorting, Type of Parking, Vehicle Type and Parking Features
Booking Receipt
Share Additional Ticket

-

Get DIrection
Cancel Booking
Find My Car

2.3.2 Information Architecture
The architecture below depicts how the information is going to flow within the application. This
flow came out as a result of a card sorting activity.

2.4

Prototype

2.4.1 Lo-Fidelity Prototype
Lo-fidelity prototypes were created as a first attempt to get a rough visualization and testing of
the ideas gathered. It turned out to be helpful during the early-stage conceptualizing- when the
author wanted to explore a variety of different concepts and choose the right ones that will be
used before jumping on to the hi-fidelity prototypes. Doing so fixed many usability problems
before avoiding the wastage of time and money invested in implementing something that does
not work. (Paper Prototyping: Getting User Data Before You Code, 2020) ;
(The Magic of Paper Prototyping, 2020)

Tools used: Pencil and Paper

1.

Splash Screen

2.Enable Location

3. Permission Access

4. Search destination

5. Parking Results

6. Card List of Results

7. Add Vehicle

10. Car Parking Details

8. Add Vehicle Details

9. Booking Receipt

2.4.2 Mid-Fidelity Prototype
After feeling a bit confident and comfortable with what was visualized on paper, next, the author
tried creating the mid-fidelity prototypes.
The Tool used: Sketch

1. Login / Register

3. Enter Destination

2. Enable Location Service

4. Parking Result

5. Card List of Parking Result

6. Book Spot Screen

9. Booking Receipt

7. Add Spots

8. Add vehicle Details

2.4.3 Formative Feedback
User 1:

- To add a feature of taking input from the user about the type of vehicle and their necessary
details onboarding.
- To add “Hot Categories” for the users at the time of entering the destination for making the
searching quick and easy.
- To add some more filters.
User 2:

- To research on the categorisation of the parking results and change them from private, street
and public to something more meaningful.
- To look for some inspiration from the existing parking applications.

2.4.4 High-Fidelity Prototype
(Tool used: Sketch)
1. Splash Screen

2. Login / Register

- The users can quickly log in and signup using their
mobile number with OTP verification or via social media accounts
(Facebook and Google). This decision was made in order to
avoid the risk of forgetting passwords.

3. Vehicle Registration

- This screen includes the feature of vehicle registration
with necessary details of the vehicle such as Vehicle Type,
Vehicle Registration No.; Vehicle Make and Vehicle Model.
- This feature was added to ensure that the users see only
the parking spaces compatible with their vehicle.

4. Set Destination

- To enhance the experience, the app provides users
with suggestions based on their travel history.
- The app also has a “hot categories” section so that the
users can browse for places which have parking spaces. This
section could help the users in decision making before going
anywhere.

5. Enable Device Location

- This feature was added to show accurate results for the
location at which the user is present.
- The app asks the user to enable their device location.

6. Set Date and Time

- This screen was designed to let the users book a spot
according to their preferred date and time slot.

7. Add Vehicle

- The app gives a provision of booking parking spaces for
additional vehicles. They can add as many vehicles as they want.
- The app asks the users to add necessary details of the
additional vehicle such as Vehicle Registration No, Vehicle Make
and Vehicle Model.

8. Parking Result

- This screen shows parking results divided into two
categories, i.e. private and public. The results shown are sorted by
price, distance and availability.

9. Reserve Spot

- The purpose of this screen is to give a detailed
description of the parking space which the user clicked on and
can click on the “RESERVE” button to book a parking space.
- The screen has all the essential information such as car
park name, address, distance, controlled hours, ratings, map
location, price, headroom, booking date and time, amenities and
contact information.

10. Filters

- This screen is designed to help the users to sort their
results based on distance and price, and filter them based on the
type of parking, vehicle type and parking features such as instant,
charger, disabled, CCTV, gate, light, night, etc.

11. Receipt

- Once the user clicks on the Book Spot button, a receipt
gets generated for the users with all the necessary details, Get
Direction button and Cancel Booking button.

12. Get Direction

- The aim behind adding this screen was to ensure that the
users reached the exact location of the parking spot without any
wastage of time, fuel and money.
- The user can navigate through the instructions provided.

13. Find My Car

- The aim behind adding this screen was to ensure that the
users do not forget the location where they parked their vehicle.
- This feature could help the users to navigate back to their
car from any location without stressing and wasting time.
- The user can navigate through the instructions provided.
- This screen also has a running time clock which shows
the ending time of the parking. The time clock was added to
make sure that users keep a track on how much time is left for
the parking to end and can avoid getting fined.

2.4.5 Link to the Prototype
https://projects.invisionapp.com/prototype/Halt-Design-sketch-ck97n7un40031qz01r0h2wbl2/play
/fe945214

2.5 Test
User 1:

- To increase the font-size of date and time in the “add vehicle screen”.
- To change the headroom icon in the car parking result screen.
- To change the colour of the availability ribbon in the car parking result screen from black to
green.
- To change the position of the star ratings in the car parking result screen.
- To change the position of the floating filter icon.
- To change the colour of the “ON-STREET” label from black to blue to make it look more
distinguishable in the car parking result screen.

User 2:

- To fit the calendar and the clock on the same screen and to show a calendar of only one month
at a time. Earlier the screen had the calendars for all the months as the user scrolled down the
screen, but now the users can either swipe or click on the back and forth arrows.
- To add a feature of sharing the parking receipt with the additional vehicle’s owner.
- To add a feature of “Find my Car”. This feature could help the users to get back to their car
parking spot from anywhere.

3.

Design Rationale

The design rationale section reports how the author selected the most critical issues to consider,
analyse the structure of these issues, provide solutions to them and give reasons for its
resolution, concerning not only user needs, but also the strengths and weaknesses of alternative
design options.

Issue A: Vehicle Registration Feature (Screen 3)
-

-

The author was unsure about what details to ask from the users during vehicle
registration. Therefore, while interviewing one of the users (Romic) about the on-street
residential parking, the author got to know about council websites, from where the users
usually buy a parking permit for their residential parking.
Hence, the inspiration for the details was taken from Ealing Council Website
(https://ealing.tarantopermits.com/).

(Council, 2020)

Screenshot from the Ealing Council Website

-

-

The “Vehicle Type” feature was suggested by one of the other users (Jayani) because
she had been in situations when her car did not fit in the parking spaces. Therefore it was
required to add the feature of taking inputs about the vehicle type (Bike, Hatchback,
Sedan or SUV) with the Vehicle Details.
These features were added just after the user login (onboarding) so that the users can
register one vehicle that could be used as a default every time they book a spot.

Issue B: Parking Categories
Being a novice to the London city, categorising the Parking Spaces was the biggest challenge for
the author. After constant enquiries from the users, reading a few articles on London’s parking
system and reading a research paper on Parking Measure and Policies, the author was able to
discover that the parking may be categorised generally as focussing on origins and destinations.
The types of possible parking that were discovered after the research was:
● Private off-street parking;
● Public off-street parking (short stay, long-stay, contract);
● Controlled (paid) on-street parking;
● and Uncontrolled (free) on-street parking.
The parking further had a range of issues such as:

●
●
●

Uncontrolled and Controlled Parkings;
Controlled Parking Zones (CPZs)
Residential Parking Zones (RPZs)

(TRL Limited Parking Measures and Policies Research Review, 2020)

Final Decision:
Based on the research, it was decided to categorise the parking into two types, i.e. Public and
Private, that further could be classified into two categories, i.e. On-street and Off-street parking.

●
●
●

The Council owns public On-street and Public Off-street parking.
Private On-street parking is owned by private companies such as NCP, Qpark, Euro Car
Parks, Ringo, etc.
Private Off-street parking is owned by private companies such as NCP, Qpark, Euro Car
Parks, etc.
○ Possible Destinations for private off-street parking could be Supermarket Stores,
Shopping Centres, Tube/Railway Stations, Airports, Workplaces, Town Centres,
Private Non-Residential multi-storey parking space, etc.

Issue C: Find My Car Feature (Screen 13)
This feature was earlier considered as an additional feature for the app by the author. It was
initially left to be attempted in future, but since one of the users, while testing the product
emphasised on the need for this feature, it then became imperative to be included in the app.
The user recollected the moments when he wasted time finding his car and as a consequence,
ended up getting fined for overparking the vehicle. Therefore the author decided on adding a
feature of:
●
●

Navigating back to the car;
With a running time clock to avoid wastage of time, resulting in parking fines.
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Empathy Mapping:
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User Personas:
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User Journey:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AU9hm28HMReYB8VfHwiPf_bz3MwybVfm?usp=sharing
Information Architecture:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V3mtkzxtf_NNXRthsV9p55uA8r2c6OUL/view?usp=sharing
Low-fidelity Prototype:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Iq5KBNxMj7tsxXfvy0D_lP2eDQnOKw5n?usp=sharing
Mid-fidelity Prototype:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Oa5YqJg9_b91GCpRRRSWe3OMUN9hx7X4?usp=sharing
Formative Feedback:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1iI9b6Si_JA6HmeqtJPBLMqtlSZuq0vYV?usp=sharing
Hi-fidelity Prototype:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zapNt0o26UcUouPx7btQToyGI874LWcb?usp=sharing
User Test:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1idoTIGs8Nc0G4xCdj8yFyYZiWn-3Mbug?usp=sharing

